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ACTIVITY OVERVIEW

Climate change resilience
Energy transition
Sustainable use of resources
Advanced industrial facilities
Regeneration of the built environment
More livable cities
Multimodal mobility
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Consulting
Master planning

 & feasibility
Design & engineering

Construction & project 
management

Asset & facility
 management

Turnkey solutions

Mobility - Water - Energy - Buildings - Industry

Artelia, an independent
multi-disciplinary 

engineering & project 
management company

2020 turnover

€637 M

6 100

85%
in Europe

65%
private-sector clients  

employees

Top 1% 
of engineering

and architecture 
companies

Advanced Status
The highest level of 

reporting in the United 
Nations Global Compact

100  %
capital held by managers 

and employees

55 offices
in France

 40 countries

Operations
 in more than
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Progress
in 2020
Artelia demonstrated its resilience and continued 
to expand in a climate severely disrupted by the 
public health crisis.

Horizon 2025

Four companies have joined us

Achieving global performance and 
gaining a top-ten place among 
European construction engineering 
firms by 2025 are the central objectives 
in the new strategy plan devised by 
Artelia. We will fully embrace every 
aspect (technical, human, financial, 
shareholder and community) to achieve 
them and will focus on a few specific 
and significant challenges such as 
the ecological transition and digital 
transformation as major players in 
the current consolidation trend in 
engineering.

We aim to consolidate the Group’s 
assets in addition to seeking solid 
and controlled growth and sufficient 
profitability to ensure the means of 

achieving our ambition. 
We will continue to pursue our 
multidisciplinary approach and our 
shareholder structure focusing on 
sharing created wealth. A special 
effort will be made to enhance our 
international footprint in particular in 
Europe and South-East Asia. We will 
step up our research and innovation 
activities and have already instigated 
actions accordingly.

The strategy plan also afforded an 
opportunity to reaffirm unequivocally 
that the human values Artelia holds so 
dear will always be at the heart of the 
Group’s actions and decisions.

Austin Newport is a UK-based company 
with a staff of 25 and in the last thirty years 
has worked on over a thousand complex 
restoration and renovation projects of 
historic buildings including the Tower 
of London and Hampton Court. Austin 
Newport was recently retained to work on 
the iconic St Bartholomew’s Hospital and 
the palace of Westminster.

With 110 employees, over 95% of whom 
are engineers, Dr.techn. Olav Olsen is an 
independent Norwegian engineering firm 
boasting top-tier skills in complex steel and 
concrete structures (industrial infrastructure, 
offshore facilities, bridges and buildings). 
Olav Olsen operates in many countries 
and has developed cutting-edge solutions 
in offshore energy and floating windfarm 
technologies.

With a hundred staff in France, Malaysia 
and Australia, Principia is one of the 
rare engineering firms with cutting-edge 
expertise in modelling, design and sizing 
fixed and floating offshore structures. 
This specific know-how ensures a strong 
reputation in oil & gas, nuclear, renewable 
energy and naval engineering industries. 
Artelia acquired a majority stake in the 
company to round out its own maritime 
expertise.

As the French leader in automated system 
engineering, SDZ ProcessRéa fields some 
twenty engineers specialising in intralogistics 
(complex internal logistics in industrial 
facilities). The company provides consulting, 
study, contracting assistance and project 
management assistance services to optimise 
materials reception, storage and shipment 
flows. SDZ ProcessRéa has completed over 
600 logistical facilities worldwide.

Artelia has bolstered its skill set and geographic presence to provide its 
customers with the most relevant solutions available all over the world.

AUSTIN NEWPORT DR.TECHN. OLAV OLSEN AS

PRINCIPIA
SDZ PROCESSRÉA

Quantity Surveying and historical 
building renovation

Complex structures and marine 
technologies

Marine, offshore and nuclear 
engineering Intensive and automated 

logistics facilities

Dr.techn. Olav OlsenAustin Newport Principia SDZ ProcessRéa
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PROGRESS IN 2020

Stimulating innovation

Rolling out 
Business Boosters

Closer to our 
clients

Research & Innovation is one of the main 
vectors of the Horizon 2025 strategy. Its 
organisation is now reinforced to ensure 
that every effort is focused on eight priority 
scientific challenges.

Nearly 160 Research & Innovation projects 
were conducted in the Group in 2020. 
Some twenty R&I projects focused on 
digital twinning. Extensive thinking about 
urban life, and specifically the idea of living 
more lightly, was pursued by over 200 
employees. Another remarkable research 
project focused on the development of 
monitoring solutions using fibre optic 
sensors to improve the safety of civil 
engineering structures. A very fine 
operation was also carried out in the field 
of stormwater management and included 
in a thesis in conjunction with INRAE.

New digital ambitions 
Artelia believes deeply in the added value for all stakeholders of a more extensive digital 
transformation and has decided to pick up the pace. While continuing to deliver traditional digital 
services, our teams are developing a platform that will create a new “user experience” for projects. 
In addition to carrying all the documents and reference data of a project, the platform will also 
serve as a gateway to a range of new digital services developed by Artelia and its partners.

The roll-out is continuing for Business Boosters, which 
bring together the multidisciplinary and international 
expertise of Artelia to focus on specific issues. The 
Business Boosters focusing on nuclear facilities and 
large-scale infrastructure finalised their organisation 
in 2020 and fine-tuned their service offering. Artelia 
Structures & Civil works is mobilising a very wide 
range of the Group’s skills and know-how in civil 
engineering in support of our customers. The position 
of this Business Booster is at the heart of contemporary 
thinking and achievements in designing and managing 
works. Artelia Nuclear Facilities operates in risk 
analysis and modelling, constructing complex and 
hardened buildings, creating packaging units and waste 
processing and the design and production of handline 
systems and complex, multi-technological equipment.

Artelia is continuing to expand in Europe, Africa 
and Asia. The Northern European hub based on the 
Danish engineering firm MOE has benefitted from 
the acquisition of Norwegian company Dr.techn. Olav 
Olsen. In incorporating Austin Newport, Artelia UK has 
acquired a presence in England’s second city. Artelia 
Spain also completed its project to open a subsidiary 
in Portugal.

In West Africa the creation of an Artelia presence in 
Guinea consolidated the success of our Côte d’Ivoire 
subsidiary. Redeployment has begun in the Middle 
East with a faster pace of expansion in Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia. In South-East Asia, the Thai subsidiary 
is enjoying rapid growth alongside Vietnam, which 
remains just as dynamic.

• Data & artificial intelligence

• Low carbon hydrogen cycle

• Asset and Facility 
Management

• Rivers and estuaries

• Energy and oceans

• Climate change and 
sustainable cities

• Efficient and healthy 
buildings

• Complex and innovative 
structures

Scientific 
challenges8

Business
Boosters

10

Mexico

 French Guyana



In signing up to the Global Compact in 2018, Artelia made a firm commitment to 
advance the UN’s seventeen Sustainable Development Goals. That is why we have 
set some ambitious targets for each of the four pillars of our CSR policy, that we 
aim to achieve by 2025.

These targets will help us move towards more resource-efficient and responsible 
practices within our everyday assignments. They also tie in with the company’s 
corporate purpose: 

designing solutions for a positive life.

CSR: our progress towards 
achieving 2025 goals

Protect our environment

OUR COMMITMENTS 
• Promote systematic measures to 

enhance environmental performance 
in our design and work site 
supervision assignments.

• Consider the CSR impact of our clients’ 
projects by means of a social, ethical 
and environmental assessment grid.

• Preserve natural resources and 
support the circular economy by 
rolling out eco-responsible practices at 
all our sites.

• Contribute to the fight against climate 
change and work towards net zero 
carbon by reducing and offsetting our 
greenhouse gas emissions.

OUR TARGETS FOR 2025

• Train 100% of our project managers in 
eco-design and environmental issues on work 
sites

• Submit 100% of our commercial 
proposals for design and works supervision 
assignments to an assessment using our 
CSR grid

• Work towards zero single- use plastics and 

recover 100% of the paper and electronic 
waste produced at our sites

• Reduce the group’s carbon footprint by 

50% in comparison with 2020 (in t CO2e per 
person)

2020 INDICATORS

• Training rolled out at the start of 
2021

• Performance of CSR risk 
assessments on 100% of bids over 
€5m or those that present specific 
risks

• Due to the measures in place 
during the health crisis, temporary 
continuation of single use plastics, 

100% of paper and electronic 
waste recycled

• Next GHG assessment in 2022 for 
the year 2021

PROGRESS IN 2020

OUR COMMITMENTS 

• Guarantee working conditions that protect the 
safety and well-being of our employees.

• Promote diversity and multiculturalism in all 
their forms within the Group.

• Support our employees by providing skills 
development opportunities.

• Encourage dialogue within the company and 
involve staff and management representatives 
in corporate decision-making.

OUR TARGETS FOR 2025 

• Achieve a workplace accident frequency rate of 

less than 3
• Increase the proportion of female project 

managers to 30%
• Enable 100% of our employees to access 

skills development opportunities each year

• Obtain 90% favourable opinions during 
mandatory consultation procedures

Develop our human capital

OUR COMMITMENTS 

• Guarantee that control of  the company remains 
in the hands of its management, promote 
employee shareholding on a broad level and 
encourage regular renewal in this regard, in 
order to uphold our independence.

• Share the value created by the Group with all 
its employees (through individual and collective 
bonuses).

OUR TARGETS FOR 2025

• Increase the proportion of employee 

shareholders to 50% with 50% 
aged under 40 

• Share at least 50% of the Group’s 
operating income with the workforce

Combine independence and value sharing

OUR TARGETS FOR 2025

• Aim to invest an amount equivalent to 

at least 3% of the Group’s operating 
income in the Foundation each year 

• Require 100% of our business partners 
to comply with the terms of a responsible 
procurement charter

OUR COMMITMENTS  

• Promote social, economic and environmental 
initiatives, in particular by supporting the 
actions of Artelia Foundation.

• Pursue a responsible purchasing policy by 
encouraging our suppliers and subcontractors 
to commit themselves to socially and 
environmentally sound practices.

A commitment to civic and humanitarian causes

2020 INDICATORS

• 50% employee share ownership 
levels, of which 43% held by 
employees under 40

• 58% of the Group’s operating 
profit

2020 INDICATORS

• 3.06 accident frequency rate

• 25% female project managers

• 70% of the workforce

• 100% favourable opinions

2020 INDICATORS

• 0.85% of the operating profit 
(the Foundation’s activities were 
restricted due to the health crisis)

• 85% of suppliers to the Purchasing 
Department (excluding production 
suppliers) signed the Artelia Charter 
or have their own Charter
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COMBINE INDEPENDENCE AND VALUE SHARING PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

DEVELOP OUR HUMAN CAPITAL

COMMIT TO CIVIC AND HUMANITARIAN CAUSES

We consolidated our employee share ownership program which now includes 3,056 employees 
who are either direct shareholders in the Group or members of its company mutual fund.

We have also met our targets to share value creation with all our employees. While the 2020 
financial results did not generate a profit-sharing budget, the participation budget was maintained 
with the amount nearly tripling, as the Group’s contribution rose from 30% to 50% for those 
wishing to reinvest in Artelia equity via the mutual fund.

Deploying top-tier environmental 
expertise for our customers and limiting 
the climate impact of our own activities 
are two major structural vectors of our 
environmental strategy. Many actions have 
been launched to enhance our skill sets 
and tools by cross-referencing eco-design, 
environmental worksite monitoring, the 
circular economy, biodiversity, social issues 
and adapting to climate change. We have 
also worked on better incorporation of 
sustainable development targets in Artelia 
assignments.

Reducing our greenhouse gas emissions 
is another major undertaking. While the 
forced reduction in travel in 2020 obviously 
helped our carbon footprint, we did not let 
up in our effort. We carried out greenhouse 
gas emission assessments in our main 
subsidiaries to obtain an international 
view of our carbon footprint. We worked 
on business travel and commuting, our 
two main areas of emissions. We also 
began to think about implementing a 
climate contribution strategy to offset the 
emissions we cannot avoid.

Health and well-being at work were naturally 
at the heart of our concerns given the context 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Our Group was 
well prepared, as an epidemiologist had been 
integrated in our risk prevention policy starting 
in 2019. His advice and recommendations were 
invaluable to us. We accordingly managed 
to strike the optimal balance between strict 
compliance with health measures, the need to 
maintain our capacity to serve our customers 
and the pursuit of our development.

Nearly 900 people were hired across the 
Group in 2020. We continued our programs 

to promote diversity and equal opportunities, 
for example by holding training courses 
and workshops to help managers counter 
discrimination. A skills development plan was 
launched offering a wide variety of possibilities 
(conventional training, e-learning, exchanges of 
best practice, collaborative workshops, etc.). As 
part of our multiple partnerships with schools 
we also endowed a “Complex and Sustainable 
Engineering & Studies” chair with ESITC Caen, 
a construction works engineering school.

The Artelia Foundation adapted quickly to the public health crisis to continue its actions to 
help social, humanitarian and environmental operations. An exceptional Covid emergency 
fund was set up to support charities helping people in difficulty each day. In adapting as 
much as possible to lockdown issues, some Group employees teamed up with the Artelia 
Foundation and volunteered their time and skills to offer their technical expertise and 
human qualities to charity projects in multiple countries.

15
Artelia 

subsidiaries 
involved on 
3 continents

42
organisations 

supported

PROGRESS IN 2020



Climate
change 
resilience
The increasingly sensitive effects of 
climate change impact all ecosystems as 
well as humans and their infrastructure. 
While some actions are intended to 
mitigate the phenomenon, others focus 
on improving our adaptability. It is this 
resilience that Artelia teams are working 
on very concretely, integrating nature-
based solutions in their approach.

PROTECTING THE AFRICAN 
COASTLINE (TOGO-BENIN)

MAPPING FLOOD RISKS (ARMENIA)

Our teams contributed to a study 
to prevent coastal erosion along 
48km of coastline as part of the 
WACA program.

Our SHER subsidiary developed a 
method to map unforeseen flooding 
issues on the basis of a study of the 
Aghstev river basin, which lies across 
the Armenia-Azerbaijan border.

CREATING A 
REGIONAL IPCC 
FOR THE LOIRE 
REGION (FRANCE)

Artelia is 
assisting a 
region of France 
as it considers 
the impacts of 
climate change 
and how it can 
improve its 
resilience.
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In 2020 Artelia contributed to some 18,000 
development projects worldwide and offered 
high-performance, innovative solutions.

Overview 
of activities

Meeting 7 strategic challenges
for the planet and humanity

by taking action on the entire
development project life cycle

in 5 key economic sectors

Climate change resilience
Energy transition

Sustainable use of resources
Advanced industrial facilities

Regeneration of the built environment
More livable cities

Multimodal mobility

Mobility - Water - Energy - Buildings - Industry

Studies and master
plans

Project
management

Design &
construction  
supervision

Asset
management

Comprehensive 
contracts

   

 Design                     Build                    
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Sustainable use 
of resources
Over-exploitation of resources raises many 
questions about the sustainability of our 
modes of operation and is prompting us 
to adopt circular economics approaches. 
Already implemented in water, this 
approach is being increasingly extended to 
construction, encouraging actors to analyse 
the life cycle and carbon footprint of their 
buildings and structures.

STUDYING A 
LOW-CARBON 

HYBRID  SOLUTION 
(LIBERIA)

Our teams are 
developing a 

hydro-solar power 
mix in the context 

of the Saint-
Paul river basin 

development plan.

BUILDING A 
SCHOOL WITH 
THE NORDIC 
SWAN ECOLABEL 
(DENMARK)

Our subsidiary 
MOE is involved 
in creating a 
school with 
exemplary 
environmental 
and wellness 
credentials.

REDUCING THE CARBON FOOTPRINT 
OF AN ENGINEERING STRUCTURE 
WITH 3D PRINTING (FRANCE)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
WATER AND SANITATION IN 
KHASHURI (GEORGIA)

Artelia contributed to the design and 
construction of a 40-metre footwalk with 
a deck made entirely of structured 3-D 
printed concrete, a solution that should 
enable a materials saving of 60%.

Our Group provided comprehensive 
technical assistance to complete the 
water and waste water project for this 
town of 40,000 inhabitants.

Energy 
transition
Decarbonizing our energy systems, 
reducing waste, and encouraging 
appropriate usage are high-priority 
goals and major drivers to stem 
the dynamics of climate change 
inherent in human activities. Artelia is 
resolutely committed to this path.

© Sora Images
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ACCOMPANYING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY POLICIES (VIETNAM)

HYDROGEN FOR NON-
INTERCONNECTED OVERSEAS 
REGIONS (FRANCE)

INAUGURATION OF THE GIANT 
POWER PLANT OF CAPELLA 
SOLAR (EL SALVADOR)

Artelia supported the Vietnamese 
construction ministry in implementing 
the EECB project which aims to improve 
the energy efficiency of highrise 
commercial and residential buildings.

Our Group contributed to a study by 
Agence de la transition écologique on 
current and potential applications of 
hydrogen in island regions.

Artelia provided contracting assistance 
services and then owner engineering 
during the construction of this plant 
on behalf of the renewable energy 
developer Neoen.
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BUILDING A 
TURNKEY 

PRODUCTION 
UNIT (FRANCE)

Our industry 
specialists are 
building a new 

acetylene black 
plant for Orion 

Engi

Regeneration 
of the built
environment

Advanced 
industrial 
facilities
The need to manufacture better 
prompts continually rising demands 
in industry. This means growing 
production automation in modern 
factories, reduced energy and resource 
consumption, and the aim to control the 
environmental impact of production. 
This movement generates a very large 
number of engineering needs to which 
Artelia works to respond with diligence 
and efficiency.

CONTRIBUTING 
TO THE 
MODERNISATION 
OF HOSPITALS 
(ITALY)

Artelia Italia is 
actively involved in 
the major national 
investment 
programme by 
contributing to 
the refurbishment 
of 23 healthcare 
facilities.

CREATING A DATA CENTRE 
FOR CM-CIC (FRANCE)

DECOMMISSIONING THE PORT-LA-
NOUVELLE OIL DEPOT (FRANCE)

PARIS HIGH RISE BUILDINGS: 
RENOVATION TIME (FRANCE)

BRAND NEW HEADQUARTERS 
FOR SCANIA IN TORREJON 
DE ARDOZ (SPAIN)

RENOVATING THE CARNAVALET 
MUSEUM IN PARIS (FRANCE)

Artelia served as contractor (studies 
and implementation) for this data centre 
building (9,300 sq.m.) compliant with 
TIER IV performance and reliability 
certification.

Our teams handled the comprehensive 
decommissioning of this depot which 
stretched across nearly 10 hectares 
from preparations for the operation to 
monitoring works.

Our Group is working on multiple 
restructuring and renovation projects 
for highrise buildings to improve 
their environmental and functional 
performance.

Artelia Spain is building this 
comprehensive complex which 
features offices, a vehicle dealership, 
huge display car park, repair and 
maintenance centre and a vast technical 
training centre.

Artelia supported the contracting 
throughout the extensive restructuring 
of this museum about the history of 
Paris located in one of the oldest town 
houses in the Marais district.

Construction has been undergoing a 
profound transformation in recent years 
under the threefold pressure of climate 
change, the pursuit of well-being and the 
integration of new digital technologies. 
This fundamental trend is impacting all 
buildings in all their functional diversity. 
Artelia is actively contributing to the 
emergence of the next generation of areas 
for life, work, care, leisure and culture.
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RESTORING 
THE BALANCE 

BETWEEN 
CITY, NATURE 

AND RIVER 
IN TOULOUSE 

(FRANCE)

Our teams are 
designing and 

supervising 
implementation 

of the Grand Parc 
Garonne – Île du 

Ramier urban 
redevelopment 

project, which 
will create a 

green oasis for 
the city.

Multimodal 
mobility

More livable 
cities
Humanity is continuing to grow more 
urban around the world. Making 
cities more efficient, resilient, and 
enjoyable to live has therefore become 
an increasingly important goal year 
after year. Artelia can grasp the 
urban ecosystem in all its complexity 
and diversity and helps design more 
sustainable neighbourhoods and cities 
by offering very concrete planning 
solutions.

Massive reduction in travel due 
to population lockdowns, the 
surge in soft mobility, questions 
about the future of home-working 
and commuting... 2020 went 
off the charts for transport in 
many countries. The situation 
does question the need to work 
on intermodality, decarbonising, 
reliability and transport safety, all 
of which continue to inspire Artelia 
action.

CONTRIBUTING 
TO 
CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE GRAND 
PARIS EXPRESS 
DRIVERLESS 
METRO (FRANCE)

Artelia is 
continuing its 
assignment to 
assist Société du 
Grand Paris on 
one of the biggest 
public transport 
projects 
currently being 
implemented in 
Europe.

AN AMBITIOUS LOW-CARBON 
BHLS FOR REYKJAVIK (ICELAND) 

CANTERBURY RIVERSIDE JOINT 
DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION (UK)

THE PROVENCE ALPES CÔTE D’AZUR 
(LNPCA - FRANCE) NEW LINE: 
MAKING EVERYDAY TRAVEL EASIER

EXTENSION OF THE PORT OF 
JORF LASFAR (MOROCCO)

INNOVATIVE STORMWATER 
MANAGEMENT IN RHEIMS (FRANCE)

Artelia is the representative of the 
engineering consortium supporting the 
Icelandic capital in its efforts to develop 
sustainable mobility.

Acting as an independent certifier, 
Artelia UK is managing the risks, actions 
and quality and compliance issues of 
this vast mixed-use development project 
using modular construction among other 
approaches.

Our teams are assisting SNCF in 
the design and study phases of this 
major rail project, which aims to 
improve travel between and within the 
conurbations of Marseilles, Toulon and 
Nice.

Our specialists have carried out all the 
extension studies (trade mole, new oil 
quay) for one of the main Moroccan 
ports.

Working with the Greater Rheims 
conurbation (population: 300,000), 
Artelia is developing an innovative 
approach to integrated, shared, 
sustainable and resilient stormwater 
management.

© Agence Ter Paysagistes Urbanistes 
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100 years of experience
Artelia’s roots run deep, 
through a century of 
engineering history, a rich 
legacy that we are proud to 
share in this book that gives 
voice to those who have 
written it and continue to 
shape it on a daily basis.

10 years of Artelia


